
Dear Paul, 	 5/29/76 
room the midst of a staisfyiag disorder en update on a poesibility that nrobably will 
make no difference in your efforts. I have a deal cooking with The National enquirer 
that at the least seoeld yield enough to finish peeing the roofer and at most may 
lead to some support and help. 

They hove a eensationel elaCrUailre that shooed coincide with the appearance of 
the harteSchweiker report. It will address the Hart line with as much effectiveness 
as can be expected of that paper. There is no repore back on whethee they will so for 
the other proposals I've made. 

If it does not work out new I euceect there may be poseibilitess in the future. 
I'll hope and try, anyway, because there j uet is no responsible opeoctunity elsewhere. 
I heve a plan in mind. Anr7. inoide a? lien. 

The confueion comes from the beginning of an effort to end so much of it. You'll 
remember the stuff just stacked in ey office and Lit.'s. I bee/en at attack that in 
her's during the tex season, when she could do nothing about it and the carpenter 
we hired_ got a job and didn t return. Iaatead of the hone--wade dose coneanieut when I 
wade it and inconvenient now I have a regular eetal office deck with a formica top that 
mgy make ey scrawl a little lest illegible because plywood grain eonet distort it more. 
In facing the opposite side of the desk with two-drawer file cabinets I hay.:. gone only 
10" more into the scaet fluer apace of the office aed will not bleck the sties-invihible 
air conditioner that sometimes I do need. I had to have soee legal-siee soace aed now 
have four drawere of teat. There is eore than enoueh space for the esteem leeteeeeieed 
two-drawer one i now have there. Until there is further straightening up I don t knew 
whether as I hope I can get a seceed twe-deawer le:_tee-aixed cabinet there. I Save it, 
from the "desk" and hope to find a way to use it without too much orampine and blocking 
of air circulation. In any eveet, I have at leapt sin adeed file ernwere of eeice, a more 
convenient desk and a plan for redecing the . incoavenience of filing in the lowest drawers 
in the line of seven file cabinets eloeg the wall. Using a acat to gat into the lowest 
drawer when cramped by the desk is awkward and neans to have to look sideways. I plan 
to convert all the leeeet drawers into sterege space, which I also Lead. Aeiee from the 
possible two-drawer setup not yet in I'll pick up close to this ,pucks seace by 611mi/teeing 
the folding OW-2 of easel-size neeers. 	althoueh e still can t eat into the erawers 
on the right side of th.: desk, I feel good about it. I'll nibelg away at me-taring order 
when I can. In one day I got eb =hems I cen epee again. 

And with two half-sized two-drawer cabient released by the improving of Lil's 
situation I was able to pay a ex/Ilege kid for a day's work here. He'd have done it 
fees aril we could have sued those eabenets fer caller storage but he also needs them 
and can t afford them. He did a good day a work despite his fascination with my materials, 
while he read until 3 a.m.the previous maiming and ou his breaks from labor to which he 
is not accustomed. He moved all the flagstones and brieke you may remember were stacked 
up where I wan making flower beds for 'el and put some sheites up in t e oeller so I can 
get supplies off the floor and hopefully can begin straightening out that mesa, too.And 
in tells reorganizatoon I have four more drawers of space in the cellar for dead storage. 
I need that for my pre-Warld War II files alone. They axe almost inaccessible now, 

What I've aold the inquirer will pay back the 3250 this cost, which came from 
what I was to pay the roofer, Lad with luck the balance of what we'll owe him when he 
has finished the job. (He'd agreed to wait for half until tho end of the year so we 
have 4o new money pressures. Without tapping the reserve laid aside for ell's new 
typewriter, on which we signed the contract yesterday.) 

On ca aeain what I've found is the obvious that so many others have missed. It is 
in the newly-released CIA stuff that of all people Belin first asked for. he has to 
be really psycho to have been so stupid and blind. With what my Enquirer friend has 
already done we have a double suppression story, including particularly iJelin and the 
Rockefeller Commission in what totally destroys the Warren Reeort. I have it complete 
with the covering letter to the Rockefeller Commission. 



This is a lily each petal of which cries out for gilding. A minor but gratifying 

one affirms my own analysis of 1964, published 1965. I'll tell you what this is for 

your own undersdtanding and so you'll know in what you are trying to do but I do not 

want it told because I don t want the Enquirer to be scooped. 

It is the National Photographic Intelligence (or Interpretation) Center's 

analysis of the lapruder film. That is part of CIA. It says, without amounting for 

the missed shot, that the first shot hit Kennedy - at a time Oswald could not have 

fired it, or anyone else from that window -the second hit Connally and the third 

Kennedy. At the leaet thin means two ohecters and a conspiracy. They elm examine 

possible variations. Each one is destructive also, making the official story impossible. 

This ie the orieinal handwritten woek. The claim not to have anything else. 

is undated. The CIA has confirmed that it was done within two days of the assassinatione 

Thin is at a time when it did not, officially, have a copy of the film. They pretended 

in 'december 1964, after the Report, that they had none. 
I've been vorking with a friend who is one of their retired Mors, the one who 

until his retirement had been their JFK specialidet. He saw the stuff here. "e visited 

after you (lid. They went for his account, I've sent them coriee, end even rope in 

excited. There is no reasonable way around this evidence which appears not to have been 

given to the Warren Cc-mission and wan euperesed by the Rockefeller Cosniseicn, It 

establishes (not for the first time-I've done it twice beeore) that all the executive 

agencies knew there Leges was a conspiracy and were nart of the fakieg. 

ay only present concerns are the risk entailed in their seeking of quotes. If 

they are listening to me they are playing this the eafeet way. The ileline now have much 
to worry about. Trey also have press access. And if some stunt is pulled it will reduce 

what I'll get and the roofer may not be he y'. 
My proposal has two parts. First they restrict themselves to the completely 

responsible on these stories and that there be a series of them, a sort of campaign. 

The second is they have bone sort of foundation setae for me in return for which they 

have first turndown on eveeythine and first-time tees riEhte. Pepe has Ions this with 

UFOs, 'eie now seems to be seeking some prestige for his sheet. 
As part of the first I've suggested that sith eadh major story for which there 

is documentation he arranges for a 'dashingtea press conference in which, coinciding 

eith his publication, I give copies to the rest of the press. Among the possible 

benefits are pressure on officials and a competitive press situation which may encourage 

major uses. 
I think there may already be a second story from this one visit. My friend is 

working on it. This has to do with Pope's purpose in sending him here. The general 

concept is what was withheld from the Warren Commission. 
I have no doubt there are many other stories suitable for the Enquirer's 

readers, who require simplicity and comprehensibility. 
working with two-way reporters is productive and a joy. I have Les Payne on 

something that can be significant in the iiay part of the king case. lie checks with me 

and I can feed back. ae came onto something the potential of which he had no way of 

knowing. Laser thinks that is established it is enough to go back to 6th circuit for a 

rehearing. His own deadline for a petition cart to the Supreme Court is to begin by 

6/5 if Ray says do it, so there is time, all next week. I've suggested how to Les and 

he has started. By the way, I'd like all the information you may have without checking 

on those who produced "Walking Tall." It can be helpful. 
So, maybe there is a little good news and maybe a possibility of truning the 

crookedness in what is up around. The newest of this is another antiejFK line that 

serves CIA ends. Lesar saw in in last night's Star, syndicated by SzuloiNew Republic. 
LteSts 


